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A set of innovative phase-shifting algorithms developed to facilitate metrology based on electronic speckle
pattern interferometry �ESPI� are presented. The theory of a phase-shifting algorithm, called a �5,1�
algorithm, that takes five phase-shifted intensity maps before a specimen is deformed and one intensity
map after a specimen is deformed is presented first. Because a high-speed camera can be used to record
the dynamic image of the specimen, this newly developed algorithm has the potential to retain the
phase-shifting capability for ESPI in dynamic measurements. Also shown is an algorithm called a �1,5�
algorithm that takes five phase-shifted intensity maps after the specimen is deformed. In addition, a
direct-correlation algorithm was integrated with these newly developed �5,1� or �1,5� algorithms to form
DC-�5,1� and DC-�1,5� algorithms, which are shown to improve significantly the quality of the phase
maps. The theoretical and experimental aspects of these two newly developed techniques, which can
extend ESPI to areas such as high-speed dynamic measurements, are examined in detail. © 2002
Optical Society of America
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1. Introduction

Since electronic speckle pattern interferometry
�ESPI� was invented in the 1970s, algorithms and
configurations to simplify measurement procedures
have been continually proposed.1–3 A phase-shifting
technique,4,5 which has been one of the most impor-
tant achievements among these approaches, provides
a simple and easy approach to facilitating use of
ESPI. While implementing phase-shifting tech-
niques for ESPI, we introduce the phase modulation
of a known magnitude to arrive at a series of intensity
maps so as to compute the wrapped phase maps.
The displacement data of interest can then be ob-
tained by phase-unwrap techniques to process the
phase map. The most serious bottleneck that pre-
vents easy implementation of the above-mentioned
approach has been erroneous data recovered from a
noisy phase map. To overcome this bottleneck, a set
of newly developed metrology and signal-processing
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algorithms is integrated within this paper. The first
of the two sets of methods consists of first the �5,1�
algorithm and second the �1,5� algorithm. The dif-
ference between these two algorithms is whether the
five-step phase-shifting algorithm is adopted before
or after a specimen is deformed. The second of the
two newly developed signal-processing algorithms
further integrates the direct-correlation algorithm6–8

with either the �5,1� or the �1,5� algorithms to im-
prove the quality of the phase maps. These two sets
of algorithms, called the DC-�5,1� algorithm and the
DC-�1,5� algorithm, are presented in detail.

2. Theory

To implement ESPI, intensity maps must be recorded
before and after a specimen is deformed. Before de-
formation the intensity IB formed by interference be-
tween the object and the reference beams is

IB � I1 � I2 � 2�I1 I2�
1�2 cos��R � �B�, (1)

where I1 and I2 are the intensities of the object and
the reference beams, respectively, and �R and �B are
the phases of the speckle pattern of the reference
light beam and the undeformed sampling light beam.
The reference light beam and the undeformed sam-
pling light beam are coherent in the local region of
each independent speckle and not in the whole area.

More specifically, the interference speckle pattern



shown in Eq. �1� varies significantly for each individ-
ual speckle region. The intensity of the interference
IA generated after deformation becomes

IA � I1 � I2 � 2�I1 I2�
1�2 cos��R � �B � ���, (2)

where �� is the phase change due to the object de-
formation. Secondary fringes are calculated by IF,
obtained by subtracting the two intensities men-
tioned above as

IF � IB � IA. (3)

Since there are a total of four unknowns, I1, I2, ��R �
�B�, and ��, in Eq. �3� the phase difference �� of
interest, which contains the information of the dis-
placement, cannot be retrieved directly. To over-
come this difficulty, a phase-shifting technique4,5 has
been introduced into ESPI. With the recording of
the intensity maps before and after deformation, the
phase of the speckle pattern in either state can be
computed with the procedures described below. In a
traditional five-step algorithm,5 five predesignated
phase changes, �2�, ��, 0, ��, �2�, were intro-
duced into each intensity map and a total of five
intensity maps were recorded, that is

Ia � I1 � I2 � 2�I1 I2�
1�2 cos��R � �B � 2��,

Ib � I1 � I2 � 2�I1 I2�
1�2 cos��R � �B � ��,

Ic � I1 � I2 � 2�I1 I2�
1�2 cos��R � �B�,

Id � I1 � I2 � 2�I1 I2�
1�2 cos��R � �B � ��,

Ie � I1 � I2 � 2�I1 I2�
1�2 cos��R � �B � 2��. (4)

The phase of the speckle pattern in the undeformed
state can be calculated as

tan��R � �B� �
�1 � cos�2��	

sin���

�Ib � Id�

�2Ic � Ia � Ie�
. (5)

When the phase change � is set as 
�2, Eq. �5� be-
comes

tan��R � �B� �
2�Ib � Id�

�2Ic � Ia � Ie�
. (6)

The same five-step algorithm can calculate similarly
the phase of the speckle pattern in the deformed
state. Five intensity maps recorded at the deformed
state can be written as

Ia* � I1 � I2 � 2�I1 I2�
1�2 cos��R � �B � �� � 2��,

Ib* � I1 � I2 � 2�I1 I2�
1�2 cos��R � �B � �� � ��,

Ic* � I1 � I2 � 2�I1 I2�
1�2 cos��R � �B � ���,

Id* � I1 � I2 � 2�I1 I2�
1�2 cos��R � �B � �� � ��,

Ie* � I1 � I2 � 2�I1 I2�
1�2 cos��R � �B � �� � 2��,

(7)
The phase of the speckle pattern measured from the
deformed state is thus

tan��R � �B � ��� �
2�Ib* � Id*�

�2Ic* � Ia* � Ie*�
. (8)

Traditionally the phase difference �� was obtained
by subtracting Eq. �8� from Eq. �6�, i.e.,

�� � tan�1� 2�Ib* � Id*�

�2Ic* � Ia* � Ie*��
� tan�1� 2�Ib � Id�

�2Ic � Ia � Ie�
� . (9)

The phase difference ��, which may jump by 2

from one point to the next, is thus called the wrapped
phase map. To overcome this discontinuity so as to
retrieve the true �unwrapped� phase map that relates
to specimen deformation, a phase-unwrapping tech-
nique such as the discreet cosine transform �DCT�
was introduced.9–13 Once the unwrapped phase
map is retrieved, the specimen deformation can be
easily calculated by multiplying a constant to the
unwrapped phase map. The constant can be deter-
mined by the optical configuration and represents the
relationship between the phase and the specimen
deformation.1–3

3. �1,5� and �5,1� Algorithms

In the traditional phase-shifting techniques men-
tioned above, a large number of computations are
required because two independent rounds of phase-
shifting processes must be executed. Two innova-
tive phase-shifting algorithms, the �5,1� algorithm
and the �1,5� algorithm, are proposed to reduce com-
putation time. The difference between these two al-
gorithms is whether phase-shifting steps are
performed in the undeformed or the deformed state.
More specifically, the �5,1� algorithm indicates that
the five-step phase-shifting technique is performed in
the undeformed state and a single intensity phase is
measured in the deformed state. In contrast, the
�1,5� algorithm indicates that the five-step phase-
shifting technique is performed in the deformed
state. It is clear from the discussions above that the
�5,1� algorithm has the potential to be implemented
for dynamic ESPI measurements because only a sin-
gle intensity map in the deformed state is needed and
a high-speed camera can be used to record the dy-
namic deformations of the specimen. That is, signal
processing for the �5,1� algorithm can be executed
after all the dynamic deformation intensity maps of
the specimen are recorded by the high-speed camera
and can, as such, be executed at the same pace as the
signal-processing computer that is used to calculate
the required phase maps.

It is clear from Eq. �3� that the secondary fringe
pattern of the ESPI is obtained by a subtraction pro-
cess. Squaring Eq. �3� leads to

IF
2 � 16I1 I2�sin2����sin2���

� �R � �B�� . (10)

2 2
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The second sine-squared term in Eq. �10� possesses
the phase ��R � �B� of the speckle pattern before
deformation. The phase is generated by interfering
two scattering light beams from the object and the
reference surfaces. The phase term ��R � �B� is
restricted at every independent speckle area, and �R
and �B are independent from each other. In addi-
tion, the optical system cannot record the interfer-
ence fringes in one speckle region or the system must
be stopped down. The term sin2�����2� � �R � �B	
of Eq. �10� in one speckle is not correlated to other
speckles; i.e., it is random in nature across the whole
area. More specifically, no interference fringe can
be generated from sin2�����2� � �R � �B	 across the
whole area. In other words, observed across the
whole area to reveal the ensemble average behavior,
only the term sin2����2� will show interference be-
havior across the whole picture. More specifically,
the speckle output intensity recorded by the acquisi-
tion device in the optical system will not possess in-
terference fringes generated within each speckle.

Since ��R � �B� changes rapidly across the speckle
patterns, the ensemble average of the second sine-
squared term in Eq. �10� across the whole measure-
ment area leads to

�sin2���

2
� �R � �B�� �

1
2n
 �

0

2n


sin2���

2
� �R

� �B�d���

2
� �R � �B�

�
1
2

. (11)

Substituting Eq. �10� into Eq. �11� yields

IF
2 � 8I1 I2�sin2���

2 �� � 4I1 I2�1 � cos����	. (12)

Based on the Eq. �12� technique, the phase difference
�� can be obtained by adopting phase-shifting tech-
nology. The two phase-shifting algorithms devel-
oped with Eq. �12� as the base, the �1,5� and the �5,1�
algorithm, are discussed here.

A. �1,5� Algorithm

As mentioned above, the �1,5� algorithm receives its
name from procedures to generate the phase map;
i.e., it requires one intensity map from the unde-
formed state and five intensity maps from the de-
formed state. The single intensity map recorded
from the undeformed state is shown in Eq. �1�. In
addition, the five intensity maps from the deformed
state are

IAa � I1 � I2 � 2�I1 I2�
1�2 cos��R � �B � �� � 2��,

IAb � I1 � I2 � 2�I1 I2�
1�2 cos��R � �B � �� � ��,

IAc � I1 � I2 � 2�I1 I2�
1�2 cos��R � �B � ���,

I � I � I � 2�I I �1�2 cos�� � � � �� � ��,
Ad 1 2 1 2 R B
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IAe � I1 � I2 � 2�I1 I2�
1�2 cos��R � �B � �� � 2��,

(13)

The square of the difference between Eqs. �13� and �1�
is

Ia� � �IB � IAa�
2

� 2�I1 I2�
1�2�cos��R � �B� � cos��R � �B

� �� � 2��	�2

� 8I1 I2�sin2���

2
� ���

� 4I1 I2�1 � cos��� � 2��	,

Ib� � �IB � IAb�
2 � 4I1 I2�1 � cos��� � ��	,

Ic� � �IB � IAc�
2 � 4I1 I2�1 � cos����	,

Id� � �IB � IAd�
2 � 4I1 I2�1 � cos��� � ��	,

Ie� � �IB � IAe�
2 � 4I1 I2�1 � cos��� � 2��	, (14)

Unlike the traditional phase-shifting techniques
shown in Eq. �9�, the phase difference �� can be
computed as

tan���� �
�1 � cos�2��	

sin���

�Ib� � Id��

�2Ic� � Ia� � Ie��
. (15)

B. �5,1� Algorithm

The �5,1� algorithm demands five intensity maps
from the undeformed state and a single intensity map
from the deformed state. The five intensity maps
from the undeformed state are

IBa � I1 � I2 � 2�I1 I2�
1�2 cos��R � �B � 2��

� I1 � I2 � 2�I1 I2�
1�2 cos��� � �� � 2��,

IBb � I1 � I2 � 2�I1 I2�
1�2 cos��� � �� � ��,

IBc � I1 � I2 � 2�I1 I2�
1�2 cos��� � ���,

IBd � I1 � I2 � 2�I1 I2�
1�2 cos��� � �� � ��,

IBe � I1 � I2 � 2�I1 I2�
1�2 cos��� � �� � 2��, (16)

where �� � �R � �B � ��. In addition, the single
intensity map from the deformed state can be rewrit-
ten from Eq. �2� as

IA � I1 � I2 � 2�I1 I2�
1�2 cos����. (17)

The square of the difference between Eq. �17� and
Eqs. �16� is

Ia� � �IA � IBa�
2

� 2�I1 I2�
1�2�cos���� � cos��� � �� � 2��	�2

� 8I1 I2�sin2���

2
� ���

� 4I1 I2�1 � cos��� � 2��	,

Ib� � �IA � IBb�
2 � 4I1 I2�1 � cos��� � ��	,

I � � �I � I �2 � 4I I �1 � cos����	,
c A Bc 1 2



Id� � �IA � IBd�
2 � 4I1 I2�1 � cos��� � ��	,

Ie� � �IA � IBe�
2 � 4I1 I2�1 � cos��� � 2��	, (18)

Thus the phase difference �� can be calculated as

tan���� �
�1 � cos�2��	

sin���

�Ib� � Id��

�2Ic� � Ia� � Ie��
. (19)

Compared with the traditional phase-shifting tech-
niques for ESPI, these newly developed algorithms
shorten the measurement time effectively by reduc-
ing the numbers of the required intensity maps and
by simplifying the calculation process. In addition,
it is clear that the �5,1� algorithm makes high-speed
dynamic ESPI measurement feasible because only a
single intensity map is needed from the deformed
state.

4. DC-�5,1� Algorithm

To enhance further the capability of the ESPI and to
extend the robustness of the �5,1� algorithm men-
tioned above, a phase-analysis method that is further
improved is presented in this section. This phase-
analysis method integrates the �5,1� algorithm and
the direct-correlation algorithm.6–8 Since a direct-
correlation algorithm has been known to retrieve a
phase map effectively from the noise speckle pattern
by using the correlation coefficient, the advantages of
integrating the �5,1� algorithm and the direct-
correlation algorithm when measurement data show
strong speckle noise are obvious.

The correlation function of any two random vari-
ables, X and Y, can be defined as

�XY �
�XY� � �X��Y�

�X�Y
, (20)

where the �� indicates the ensemble average, �XY is
the correlation coefficient, �X � ��X2� � �X�2�1�2, and
�Y � ��Y2� � �Y�2�1�2.

For the case in which X and Y are independent, the
following holds,

�XY� � �X��Y�, (21)

and this leads to a zero correlation coefficient be-
tween X and Y.

From Eq. �20� the correlation coefficient of IB and IA
as defined by Eqs. �1� and �2� can be rewritten as

�AB �
�IB IA� � �IB��IA�

��IB
2� � �IB�2�1�2��IA

2� � �IA�2�1�2 . (22)

As I1, I2, and � are mutually independent variables,
each of the average values could be determined inde-
pendently. When �I1� � �I2� � �I� is set, Eq. �22� can
be simplified to

� �
1 �1 � cos����	. (23)
AB 2
If �I1� � r �I2�, then

�AB �
1 � r2 � 2r cos����

�1 � r�2 . (24)

The correlation coefficient of each pixel can be ob-
tained approximately by substituting � into the ex-
pression for Pearson’s coefficient of correlation shown
below.9 More specifically, assuming that the inten-
sities of the m neighboring pixels before deformation
is ak and the intensities of the m neighboring pixels
after deformation is bk, Eq. �22� can be written as

�ab �

1
m �

m

�ak bk� � � 1
m �

m

�ak��� 1
m �

m

�bk��
�a�b

,

(25a)

�a � 	 1
m �

m

�ak
2� � � 1

m �
m

�ak��2
1�2

,

�b � 	 1
m �

m

�bk
2� � � 1

m �
m

�bk��2
1�2

, (25b)

where � is the correlation coefficient for the central
pixel. Equation �25a� is the well-known Pearson’s
coefficient of correlation for finite discrete sets of data
and is taken here to be a local approximation to the
coefficient of correlation of each pixel. The correla-
tion coefficient for each pixel of the map can be com-
puted by using Eqs. �25�. The above-mentioned
procedure leads to clear interference fringes because
noise is reduced through the average process in the
computation of the correlation coefficient. Substi-
tuting the correlation coefficients into Eq. �23� leads
to the phases of each pixel.

The phase solved from Eq. �23� is modulated at
�0,
	. To solve the phase correctly, whether or not
the phase difference between the neighboring pixels
is greater than 
 must be determined in deciding the
path of phase unwrapping. Noise will propagate in
this process because it is path dependent.9–13 To
overcome this drawback, the �5,1� algorithm can be
integrated with the direct-correlation algorithm to
prevent the error from propagating. With the con-
cepts revealed in the �5,1� and �1,5� algorithms, phase
shifting can be executed before or after the object is
deformed. The theoretical procedures needed to in-
tegrate the �5,1� algorithms with the direct-
correlation algorithm, which is termed the DC-�5,1�
algorithm, is obtained as follows. Similarly, the DC-
�1,5� algorithm, which is obtained by integrating the
�1,5� algorithms with the direct-correlation algo-
rithm, is also discussed.

A. DC-�1,5� Algorithm

Instead of simply performing a subtraction and
squaring operation in the �1,5� algorithm, the DC-
�1,5� algorithm is used to compute the correlation
coefficient between the single intensity map from the
undeformed state and the five intensity maps from
1 January 2002 � Vol. 41, No. 1 � APPLIED OPTICS 49
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the deformed state to enhance the noise immunity of
the ESPI measurements. More specifically, the in-
tensities of the undeformed object and the deformed
object that correspond to each phase-shifting step are

IB � I1 � I2 � 2�I1 I2�
1�2 cos��R � �B�,

IAa � I1 � I2 � 2�I1 I2�
1�2 cos��R � �B � �� � 2��,

IAb � I1 � I2 � 2�I1 I2�
1�2 cos��R � �B � �� � ��,

IAc � I1 � I2 � 2�I1 I2�
1�2 cos��R � �B � ���,

IAd � I1 � I2 � 2�I1 I2�
1�2 cos��R � �B � �� � ��,

IAe � I1 � I2 � 2�I1 I2�
1�2 cos��R � �B � �� � 2��,

(26)

Fig. 1. ESPI optical arrangement adopted to demonstrate the
new algorithms: BS, beam splitters.

Fig. 2. Measurement results from us
0 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 41, No. 1 � 1 January 2002
Furthermore the correlation coefficient for each
phase-shifting step can be rewritten by use of Eq. �22�
as

�a �
1
2 �1 � cos��� � 2��	,

�b �
1
2 �1 � cos��� � ��	,

�c �
1
2 �1 � cos����	,

�d �
1
2 �1 � cos��� � ��	,

�e �
1
2 �1 � cos��� � 2��	; (27)

i.e., �a to �e are the five coefficients of correlation
between IB and IAa to IAe, respectively. The infor-
mation of these five correlation coefficients are re-
lated to the correct phase �� by

tan���� �
�1 � cos�2��	

sin���

��b � �d�

�2�c � �a � �e�
. (28)

With the proper signs of the numerator and the de-
nominator, Eq. �28� leads to the phases in �0,2
	,
which can then be integrated with the phase-
unwrapping technique14 to retrieve the deformation
information.

B. DC-�5,1� Algorithm

The steps needed to integrate the �5,1� algorithm
with the direct-correlation algorithm are examined

raditional phase-shifting technology.
ing t



herein. Similar to the DC-�1,5� algorithm, the DC-
�5,1� algorithm performs the correlation calculation
between the five intensity maps from the original
state and the single intensity from the deformed
state. The noise immunity of the direct-correlation
algorithm can be maintained in this algorithm. In
addition, the advantages of the �5,1� algorithm such
as its applicability for high-speed dynamic ESPI mea-
surements are maintained as well. Starting from
the intensity maps recorded before and after the spec-
imen is deformed, i.e.,

IBa � I1 � I2 � 2�I1 I2�
1�2 cos��� � �� � 2��,

IBb � I1 � I2 � 2�I1 I2�
1�2 cos��� � �� � ��,

IBc � I1 � I2 � 2�I1 I2�
1�2 cos��� � ���,

IBd � I1 � I2 � 2�I1 I2�
1�2 cos��� � �� � ��,

IBe � I1 � I2 � 2�I1 I2�
1�2 cos��� � �� � 2��,

IA � I1 � I2 � 2�I1 I2�
1�2 cos����, (29)

we can rewrite the correlation coefficients for each
phase-shifting step as

� � �
1 �1 � cos��� � 2��	,

Fig. 3. Experimental results
a 2
�b� �
1
2 �1 � cos��� � ��	,

�c� �
1
2 �1 � cos����	,

�d� �
1
2 �1 � cos��� � ��	,

�e� �
1
2 �1 � cos��� � 2��	. (30)

The phase difference �� can then be calculated by

tan���� �
�1 � cos�2��	

sin���

��b� � �d��

�2�c� � �a� � �e��
. (31)

Implementing the above-mentioned phase-shifting14

and signal-processing algorithms for real experimen-
tal data is examined in Section 5.

5. Experimental Verification and Results

The optical setup used for the experimental verifica-
tions is shown in Fig. 1, which shows a typical ESPI
setup, except for the configuration used to execute the
phase-shifting operations. In a typical phase-
shifting operation a mirror driven by some sort of
actuator capable of inducing small displacement is
used to induce the predesignated phase needed.

eved from the �5,1� algorithm.
retri
1 January 2002 � Vol. 41, No. 1 � APPLIED OPTICS 51
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In the configuration shown in Fig. 1 a lead zir-
conate titanate, PZT, actuator from Tokin Corpora-
tion15,16 is attached to a fix end to drive a
retroreflector to perform the phase-shifting proce-
dures. The main advantage of the configuration
shown is that the optical path does not change during
the phase-shifting operation, which can significantly
reduce efforts needed to set up the spatial filters typ-
ically used within the ESPI optical path. The phase
obtained from this arrangement can be written as

�� � �K3 � K1� � L

� �V3 � V1� � L

�
2


�
Ẑ � �sin�45°�Ŷ � cos�45°�Ẑ	� � �LXX̂

� LYŶ � LZẐ	

�
2


�
�1 � cos�45°�	LZ � sin�45°� LY�, (32)

where L is the displacement vector and LY and LZ are
the displacements along the Y and the Z axes. This
arrangement was used to perform a five-step phase-
shifting algorithm to measure the displacement of an
object under a point load. The phase maps from the
undeformed and the deformed states, i.e., a total of 10

Fig. 4. Experimental results co
2 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 41, No. 1 � 1 January 2002
intensity maps, were recorded. These data were
first computed by using both the �5,1� and the �1,5�
algorithms to compare results generated by these two
algorithms. Furthermore phase-unwrapping meth-
ods called the discrete cosine transform �DCT) �Ref. 9�
and the discrete Fourier transform �DFT� �Ref. 14�
were adopted for comparison purposes owing to their
path independency and simplification.

Some issues related to the domain of interest about
DCT and DFT must be further explained owing to
their behaviors at the boundaries.10,11,14 Consider-
ing the case that N � N sample points must be an-
alyzed, a N � N matrix that represents the phase
change induced by the displacement are to be ob-
tained. The DCT algorithm can be executed across
the N � N sample points directly. On the other
hand, to use the DFT algorithm, the N � N data
region must be expanded to 2N � 2N by taking the
mirror reflection of the original N � N data points
and then stitched back. More specifically, the con-
cept of period normal equations and the self-
repeating behavior of the DFT would induce a jump
on the boundary unless the methodology mentioned
above was implemented. Furthermore, the fast
Fourier transform �FFT� was also adopted, because
adopting DFT increases the number of data points

ed from the DC-�5,1� algorithm.
mput
that must be handled by a factor of 4. To meet the



need of FFT, the domain was further edited by adding
zeros to change the 2N � 2N to 2m � 2m, where m is
an exponent of a power of 2. It has long been known
that the FFT runs more than 4 times faster than the
data points to be handled. The results from using
the traditional phase-shifting technology mentioned
above are shown in Fig. 2. Figure 2�a� shows the
phase map from the undeformed state computed by
the traditional five-step phase-shifting technique.
Figure 2�b� is the phase map of the deformed state
computed by the five-step phase-shifting technique
as well. Subtracting Fig. 2�b� from Fig. 2�a� gener-
ated the results shown in Fig. 2�c�. Figure 2�d� is the
phase-unwrapping results obtained from the DCT.
The noisy and the cloudy results shown in Fig. 2
clearly reveal that the traditional phase-shifting
technique is not adequate to handle such a noisy data
set. The traditional technique not only requires a
long measurement time but also generates unneces-
sary data sets. It is clear from the results above that
the traditional phase-shifting approach is not suit-
able for noisy ESPI measurement data.

Figure 3 was obtained by using the �5,1� algorithm
and the DCT phase-unwrapping algorithm to com-
pute the same data set. Figure 3�a� is the phase
map computed by the �5,1� algorithm. Figure 3�b� is
the unwrapped phase obtained by the DCT. Figure
3�c� is the three-dimensional plot of the data shown in
Fig. 3�b�. Because only a one phase-shifting proce-
dure needs to be performed in the �5,1� algorithm, the
measurement time is significantly reduced. Note
that more intensity maps usually introduce more
noise due to an external disturbance such as air tur-
bulence or outside vibration. The results from using
the �1,5� algorithm were found to be similar to those
data in Fig. 3 and thus are not discussed here. A
comparison of the results in Figs. 2 and 3 indicates
that the quality of the phase-unwrapping result im-
proves with adoption of the �5,1� algorithm.

Figure 4 shows the result from combining the �5,1�
algorithm and the direct-correlation algorithm, i.e.,
the DC-�5,1� algorithm. Figure 4�a� shows the
wrapped phase map obtained with this integrated
algorithm. Figure 4�b� shows the unwrapped phase
computed from using the DCT, and Fig. 4�c� shows
the three-dimensional plot of the data in Fig. 4�b�.
Again the results from using the DC-�1,5� algorithm
are very similar to those data in Fig. 4.

By comparing the results in Fig. 4 and those in Fig.
3, it is clear that the DC-�5,1� algorithm provides
higher-quality ESPI phase maps than the �5,1� algo-
rithm. Note that the only disadvantage of the DC-
�5,1� algorithm when compared with the �5,1�
algorithm is the longer computation time needed be-
cause more tedious calculation steps must be per-
formed to compute the correlation coefficients.

6. Conclusions and Discussions

To overcome some difficulties, such as long measure-
ments, long computation time, and noisy or cloudy
phase maps, in using a traditional phase-shifting
technique for ESPI and the like, two new set of meth-
ods were developed. The first set of methods in-
cludes two similar algorithms, the �5,1� algorithm
and the �1,5� algorithm. Both of these algorithms
can reduce the phase-shifting steps needed in either
the undeformed or the deformed state. Our experi-
mental investigations indicate that these two ap-
proaches provide comparable experimental results.
Nevertheless the �5,1� algorithm appears to be more
useful because a high-speed camera can be used to
record the specimen ESPI intensity map while the
specimen is undergoing deformation. This basic
configuration extends the application range of the
ESPI into a high-speed dynamic vibration regime.
The two new approaches were created by integrating
the direct-correlation algorithm with either the �5,1�
algorithm or the �5,1� algorithm. Experimental re-
sults were also obtained to compare the effectiveness
of all these newly developed signal-processing algo-
rithms. It has been shown clearly that the �5,1� al-
gorithm can be executed faster than traditional
approaches. In addition, owing to the generic fea-
tures of the �5,1� algorithm, this approach is suitable
for high-speed dynamic deformation. To enhance
further the effectiveness of the newly developed al-
gorithms for ESPI applications, the �5,1� algorithm
was integrated with the direct-coefficient algorithm
to form the DC-�5,1� algorithm. For noisy phase
maps the ESPI experimental results processed from
using this novel DC-�5,1� algorithm were clear and
free from the noise-propagation problem.
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